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1. Introduction 
The aim of the present paper is to pave the road towards a new chapter 
in the theory of quadratic forms over fields, which to my opinion well 
deserves the interests and efforts of the mathematicians working in this 
area. In a subsequent paper we shall give some applications of the theory 
developed here. In particular we shall describe all quadratic forms <p over 
a field Jc of characteristic not equal to 2, such that for every field L extend-
ing Jc the kernel form of <p®L can be defined over Jc, that is, is isomorphic 
to -q ® L for some form rj over Jc. First examples of such forms are the 
Pfister forms and their subforms of codimension at most 3, as the reader 
can easily check (cf. Example 4.1 below). 
Let <p{xv ...,xn) be a quadratic form over a field Jc of characteristic not 
equal to 2 in n(n^2) variables, which is not isomorphic to <1, —1>. 
After fixing notation and recalling some results about specialization of 
forms we prove in §3 that the function field Jc(<p) of the quadric 
<p{xv ...,xn) = 0 is a 'generic zero field' of <p, that is, is a field L with the 
following universal property. For any field U over Jc the form q>®L' 
is isotropic if and only i f there exists a place A: L -> L' u oo over Jc. Then 
we prove some elementary statements about Jc(<p) and other generic zero 
fields. 
In § 4 we first study the question of how much information about p is 
given by Jc(<p). Then we ask for a lower bound of the degrees of transcen-
dency of the generic zero fields of (p. Here our results are extremely 
incomplete and have only been included to stimulate interest in this 
difficult question. 
Now let Jo<Jx< ... < jh be the ordered set of Witt indices (hyperbolic 
ranks) which occur for the forms <p ® L with L running through all field 
extensions of K (in a universal domain). In §5 we construct a 'generic 
splitting tower', 
of field extensions which have the following properties: (i) <p® K8 has Witt 
index j8 for 0 < s ^ A; (ii) i f L is a field over Jc and <p® L has Witt index jr, 
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then there exists a place A from to L over k, but if r < h there exists no 
place from to L over k. Furthermore the kernel form <pr of tp ® ÜLr has 
good reduction [8] with respect to every such place A and the specializa-
tion AHE(9?R) is the kernel form of cp®L. 
In particular the number A, the fields Kr, and all the kernel forms <pr 
are 'essentially' uniquely determined by <p (cf. Corollary 5.3 for the 
precise statement). We call h the height of <p. The anisotropic forms of 
height 1 are, up to scalar factors, the anisotropic Pfister forms 
<1,«!><*> . . .®<l , a r > (r ^ 1) 
and their subforms of codimension 1 (r ^ 2), as has been independently 
proved by Adrian A . Wadsworth in his thesis [15]. I f h ^  1, that is, 
<p does not split, then <ph_x has height 1, and thus fh_x is associated with a 
unique Pfister form T over Kh_l9 which we call the leading form of 9?. We 
close §5 with some elementary remarks on leading forms and the 
behaviour of generic splitting towers under extensions of the base field k. 
In the last section a study is made of the dimension of leading forms, 
which leads to a natural filtration of the Witt ring W(k) by ideals Jn(k) 
(n = 0,1,2,...). For n ^ 1 the ideal Jn(k) is the set of all elements of W(k) 
represented by forms of even dimension whose leading forms have dimen-
sion at least 2W. A comparison of this filtration with the filtration by the 
powers of the fundamental ideal I(k), consisting of the forms of even 
dimension, seems to be of central importance for the theory of quadratic 
forms over fields. 
The reader may notice the analogy of some of our study, in particular 
§§3 and 4, with the work of Amitsur and Roquette [1, 12, 13] on generic 
splitting fields of central simple algebras over fields. These authors only 
consider fields which split a given algebra 91 totally. Of course it also 
makes sense to study partial generic splitting of 31, as is done for quadratic 
forms in the present paper. Recently my student and collaborator 
Ansgar Heuser obtained first results in this direction. He has shown that a 
central division algebra D over k has a generic zero divisor field i f and 
only i f the degree of I) (which equals the square root of the dimension) is 
a power of a prime number p, and then I) even has a generic splitting 
tower. The ^-primary division algebras of height 1 all have the degree p. 
Thus for algebras there is no interesting counterpart to the last section 
of our paper. 
In June 1972 I gave a first lecture on generic splitting at King's College 
in London. This lecture contained most of the results of §§ 2-5 of the 
present paper. I take this opportunity of thanking this institution and 
in particular Professor A . Fröhlich for the stimulating discussions and the 
warm hospitality I received there. 
2. Notation; specialization of forms 
A l l fields in this paper have characteristic not equal to 2. We consider 
quadratic forms 
<p{Xv ..., Xn) = 2 («</ = %) 
over a field K in an arbitrary number n ^ 0 of variables, which we always 
tacitly assume to be non-singular, that is, det(a^) ^ 0. (<p = 0 i f n = 0.) 
We call n the dimension dim 9? of <p and as usual abbreviate the polynomial 
<p by the symmetric matrix (a#). A diagonal form axX^ +... + a n X w 2 will 
also be denoted by (ax, ...,an>. 
We say that two formst <p and 0 are isomorphic, <p ^ ^, i f they have the 
same dimension and ifs can be obtained from <p by a linear transformation 
of the variables. We call <p and ^ similar if <p ^ CU/J for some a in ÜL*. 
We say that if* is a svbform of cp or that 9? represents iff, and write < <p, 
if there exists a form x s u c h that 9 is isomorphic to the orthogonal sum 
iftl X' We say that ift divides <p, and write iff | <p, i f there exists a form x such 
that <p is isomorphic to the tensor product ^®x-
As has been shown by Witt [16] any form <p has a decomposition 
<p ~ <p0±r xH 
with <p0 anisotropic, that is, <p0{c) =£ 0 for all c ^ 0 in K8 (s = dim<p0), and 
rxH denoting the orthogonal sum of r (r > 0) copies of the form 
A" = <1, —1>. B y Witt's cancellation theorem [16, Satz 4] the number r 
and, up to isomorphism, the form <p0 do not depend on the chosen decom-
position of <p. As usual we call r the index i(<p) of <p, and we call <p0 a 
kernel form of <p, and write <p0 = ker(p). In contrast to old fashioned 
terminology we call two forms <p and *fj equivalent, and write <p ~ \js, i f 
ker(p) ~ ker(^r). We say that a form <p is isotropic i f i(<p) > 0, and that <p 
splits i f dimker(p) < 1. 
For any form <p = (ait) of dimension n over K we denote by d(cp) the 
discriminant of <p, defined as the square class of (—1)(») det(a^). We often 
regard d(<p) as a form of dimension 1. We further denote by c{p) the 
'Clifford invariant' of <p, which, differing slightly from Witt's invariant in 
[16], is defined as follows. If n is even, c(<p) is the class [C(<p)] of the 
Clifford algebra C(<p) of <p in the Brauer group Br(ÜT) of K. I f n is odd, 
c(<p) is the class [ C + ( 9 ? ) ] of the subalgebra C+(<p) of elements of even degree 
f Instead of 'quadratic form* we say briefly 'form*. 
in C(<p). The invariants d(tp) and c(<p) do not alter if <p is replaced by an 
equivalent form. For the basic properties of c(<p) see [11, §4]. 
We now recall some notation and a result from the paper [8], which will 
be needed in the sequel. Let A: K -> .L u oo be a place into another field L . 
(A is allowed to be trivial, that is, to avoid the value oo.) We say that a 
form <p over K has good reduction with respect to A if there exists a sym-
metric matrix (a#) such that <p ~ (al7) for all A(a^) j=- oo, and det(A(a^)) ^ 0. 
Then up to isomorphism the form (A(a#)) over L does not depend on the 
choice of (a#) and is called the reduction or specialization \*(<p) of q> with 
respect to A. I f <p has good reduction it is always possible to choose the 
matrix (a^) above as a diagonal matrix. I f (p does not have good reduction 
we say that <p has bad reduction with respect to A. 
T H E O R E M 2.1 [8, Proposition 2.2]. Assume that <p,ip,x are forms over K 
with q> = ^J-x> and thut 9 ^ias good reduction with respect to A: K -> Zuoo. 
If ifj has good reduction, then x also has good reduction, and thus 
W ) sA*(* ) lA*(x ) . 
3. Function fields of quadrics 
In this section <p denotes a (non-singular quadratic) form of dimension 
n > 1 over a field k. For any field extension L of k <p may also be con-
sidered as a polynomial over L , and then will be denoted by <p ® L or <pL. 
The starting point of our paper is roughly the following question. Which 
indices i{<p£) and kernel forms k e r ^ ) can occur for a given form <p i f L 
runs through all extensions of k (in some universal domain) ? We call two 
field extensions K and L equivalent (over k), and write K ~ L or more 
precisely K ~ k L , i f there exists a place from K to L over k and also a 
place from L to K over k. Over equivalent fields <p has the same 
behaviour. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let K and L be field extensions of k. Let ip be the 
kernel form of <pK, and let x be the kernel form of <pL. If there exists a k-place 
from K to L, then for every such place A the form $ has good reduction, and 
A*(0) ~ X' In particular, up to isomorphism, A*(0) does not depend on the 
choice of A. Furthermore i(<pL) > i(<pK). If K and L are equivalent, then 
This follows immediately from Theorem 2.1 and the facts that <p®K 
has good reduction with respect to every i-place A from K to L and 
A*(p®K) = <p®L. (Apply Theorem 2.1 with ifs = rxH and r = i(<p®K).) 
We now ask: for which extensions L of k is the form <p®L isotropic? 
D E F I N I T I O N 3.2. We call a field K over k a generic zero field of <p i f 
(a) <p®K is isotropic, 
(b) for every field L^k with <p®L isotropic there exists a place 
A: K -> Luoo over k. 
Once we know that there exists a generic zero field K, we also know 
that K is, up to equivalence, uniquely determined by <p. We did not 
exclude the case where <p itself is isotropic. In this case of course k is a 
generic zero field of <p. 
There is an obvious candidate for a generic zero field of <p, namely the 
function field k(q?) of the cone <p = 0, that is, the quotient field of 
k[Xv ..^X^/fa). Here we must exclude the case where <p^H. A l l 
other forms <p are irreducible polynomials, as is easily seen. Let xi denote 
the image of in k(<p). The following theorem says, in the special case 
where the place y is trivial, that in fact not only is k(<p) a generic zero field 
of <p but also (xv ...,#w) is a 'generic zero' of <p. 
T H E O R E M 3.3. Let <p = (a^) be a form of dimension at least 2 over k which 
is not isomorphic to H, and let y: k -> Luoo be a place. 
(i) Assume that <p represents an element c with y(c) ^ 0,00. Then y can be 
extended to a place A: k(<p) -> L u 00 if and only if either <p has good reduction 
with respect to y and y*(<p) is isotropic or q> has bad reduction. 
(ii) Assume thai no y{atj) is infinite and that det(y(a#)) # 0. Assume 
further that (yv . . . ,y n ) is a zero not equal to ( 0 , 0 ) of the quadratic form 
(y(a#)) o v e r L. Then there exists a place A: k(<p) -> Luoo extending y such 
that X(xi) = yi for the generators xt of k(<p). 
R E M A R K S 3.4. (a) Once this theorem is proved we know that statement 
(i) remains true with k(<p) replaced by any other generic zero field K of <p. 
(b) For any non-zero element a of k we have k(<p) = k(a<p). Thus 
clearly the assumption about <p in part (i) of the theorem cannot be 
avoided. 
(c) Not every homogeneous polynomial possesses a generic zero field. 
We give an example due to A . Heuser (cf. end of § 1). Let I) be a central 
division algebra over an arbitrary field k, whose dimension is not a power 
of a prime number. Then the norm form of I) has no generic zero field. 
To prove Theorem 3.3 we need a lemma, which follows easily from 
general valuation theory [5, § 2 , no. 4, Proposition 3, and § 8 , no. 3, 
Theorem 1]. 
L E M M A 3.5. Assume that K is a quadratic extension of a field E, where 
K = E(oc) with ofl = a in E and a not in E. Let fx: E Luoo be a place. 
(i) / / Li(a) j=- 0, oo and L contains an dement ß with ß 2 = /x(a), then fi 
can be extended to a unique place A: K -> L u oo with A(a) = ß . 
(ii) If /x(ac2) = 0 or oo for all c in E9 then LL can be extended to a unique 
place A: K -> Luoo. 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. We first prove the second assertion. Let o denote 
the valuation ring of y. There exists a matrix A in GL(n, o) such that the 
form <p(Ax) is diagonal. This follows from the fact, mentioned in [8, § 1], 
that the 'space' over o with matrix (a^) has an orthogonal basis. Thus 
we may assume from the beginning that <p = <a1? ...,an> with 
y(a<) = 6< 9*0,00 
for 1 < i ^ n. We further assume without loss of generality that yn # 0. 
Let E denote the subfield k(xl9 . . . ,x n _ 1 ) of k(<p) generated by the algebrai-
cally independent elements xl9 over k. We extend y to a place 
LL: E -> Luco with ufa) = yi for 1 < i < n — 1. This is easily done as 
follows. We have a unique place from E to a field L(ul9 . . . , W N _ I ) 
with indeterminates ui9 which extends y and maps xi to ut for 1 < i < n — 1. 
Further we have for each i in [1, n — 1] a unique place from L(ul9..., ut) to 
L(ul9 which is the identity on L(ul9 and maps ut to y^ 
(Read L(ul9 w*_I) = L i f i = 1.) Composing all these places we obtain 
the desired extension LL: E -> Luoo of y. The element 
of 2£ is mapped by /x to 
Thus by Lemma 3.5 the place LL extends to a unique place A: k(<p) -> L u oo 
with A(zn) = y n . 
We now prove assertion (i). Consider first the case in which <p has good 
reduction. I f y can be extended to an X-valued place A on k(<p), then 
clearly 
y*(p) = K(<p®H<p)) 
is isotropic. On the other hand we have just proved that i f y*(<p) is 
isotropic then y can be extended to an L-valued place on k(<p). 
Consider now the case in which <p has bad reduction. According to the 
assumption about <p in the theorem we may assume that <p = <o1, ...,0W> 
with all y(ai) finite, yfa) # 0, and y(and2) = 0 or oo for all d in k. Let 
~-9un-i k e indeterminates over L and as before let E denote the field 
k(xl9 . . . ,# N _I). There is a (unique) place LL: E -> L(ul9 . . . , W N _ I ) U O ° which 
extends y and maps xi to ut for 1 < i < w — 1. We want to show that 
Lt(xn2z2) is 0 or oo for every z in E. Then we shall know from Lemma 3.5 
that LL extends to a place a from k(<p) to L(ul9 . . . , ^ N - I ) a n ( * composing a 
with an arbitrary place from L(uv wN_I) ^ ° L o v e r L w e obtain a place 
A from k(<p) to L extending y, as desired. 
Let z be an arbitrary non-zero element of E*. We write z = dfg~x, with 
d in k and polynomials/, gr in k[xv . . . ,# N _I] such that for each of them all 
coefficients lie in the valuation ring O of y but not all lie in the maximal 
ideal of o. Then 11(f) and fi(g) are finite and non-zero, We obtain 
M V * 2 ) = - [ y K ) V + . - + y ( a ^ ^ 
Notice that all factors on the right-hand side except the last one are non-
zero and finite. Now ^(a^H2) = 0 or oo. Thus the same holds true for 
M*n 2* 2). 
We close this section with some elementary observations about the 
function field k(<p) and other generic zero fields of a form q* over k. We 
always assume that <p has dimension at least 3. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. k(<p) is a regular field extension of k. For any generic 
zero field K of <pthe subfield k is algebraically closed in K. 
Proof. For any field extension L of k the ring k(<p)®kL is an integral 
domain, since <p is an absolutely irreducible polynomial. Thus k(<p) is 
regular over k. In particular k is algebraically closed in k(<p). I f K is 
another generic zero field of <p, then there exists a place A: K -> &(p)uoo 
over k. This place must be trivial on the algebraic closure of k in K, 
which hence must coincide with k. 
R E M A R K . For <p = <1, —a) with <p £ H we have k(y) £ k(Ja)(t) with a 
transcendental element t. 
L E M M A 3.7. / / K is a generic zero field of <p and y e Kn is an arbitrary 
zero (^0) of <p®K, then every field K' with k(y) c K' c: K is again a 
generic zero field of <p. 
Proof. There exists a place from K to k(y) over k. The inclusion map 
from K' to K is a place in the opposite direction. 
Consider, for example, K = k(<p) with generators xv ...,xn as above, and 
fix some index i with 1 < i < n. Since <p®K has the zero 
(x^f-1,...^^-1), 
the function field 
k(<p)0 = k(x1xi"1i ...,xnxf^) 
of the projective variety <p = 0 is a generic zero field of <p. The field k(<p) 
is purely transcendental over k(<p)0 with generator xt. 
PROPOSITION 3.8. <p is isotropic over k if and only if k(<p)Q is a purely 
transcendental extension of k (cf. [2, 15]). 
Proof. I f k(<p)0 is purely transcendental over k, then there exists a 
place from k(<p)0 to k over k9 and <p must be isotropic. Assume now that 
<p is isotropic. After a linear change of coordinates we have 
<p(Xv...,Xn) = X1X2 + f/f(XZ9...9Xn) 
with t/j a quadratic form in the variables Xz, ...,Xn. The elements 
a^r"1* •••> aV r i~ 1 °f H<P)o form a transcendency basis over k. They also 
generate k(<p)Q since 
* r * r 1 = - ^ t e ^ r 1 * . . . » « » » r 1 ) . 
Since i(9?) 0 is regular over we have for any field extension L of k up 
to equivalence a unique free field composite k(<p)0*L over k. Obviously 
this composite coincides with k(<p®L)0. Thus we obtain from Proposition 
3.8 the following corollary. 
C O R O L L A R Y 3.9. Assume that L is an arbitrary field extension of k. Then 
<p®Lis isotropic if and only if the free composite k(<p)0*L is purely transcen-
dental over L. 
Of course Proposition 3.8 and Corollary 3.9 remain true with k(<p)0 
replaced by k(<p). 
For any field L over k we call the degree of transcendency of L over k 
briefly the dimension of L over k and denote it by dim(jL | k) or d imL. 
PROPOSITION 3.10. Assume that L is a field over k with <p®L isotropic. 
If d imZ ^ n — 2 with n: = dim<p9 then k(<p\ can be embedded into L over k. 
If dim L > n— 1, then even k(<p) can be embedded into L over k. 
This proposition follows immediately from Corollary 3.9 and a beautiful 
lemma of Roquette. 
L E M M A 3.11 [13, p. 209] . Let L± and L2 be extensions of an infinite field k9 
and assume that L1 has finite dimension over k and that dim Lx < dim L2. 
Assume further that Lx can be embedded into a purely transcendental exten-
sion of L2 over k. Then Lx can be embedded into L2 over k. 
Proof of Proposition 3 .10 (cf. [13, p. 209] ) . I f <p is isotropic then Pro-
position 3 .10 follows from Proposition 3.8. Assume now that <p is aniso-
tropic. Since we always assume that n > 3, the field k must be infinite. 
Now the free composite E = k(<p)0*L is purely transcendental over L by 
Corollary 3.9. Since k(<p)0 embeds into E it can also be embedded into L9 
provided dim L > n — 2. The assertion about k(<p) follows in the same way. 
Notice that Proposition 3 .10 remains true trivially if <p is anisotropic 
and has dimension 2. 
4. Some remarks on generic zero fields 
If <p and ift are anisotropic forms over k then it may well happen that 
(p and ifs have equivalent generic zero fields, even i f dim <p # dim iff. It is 
also possible for k(<p)0 and k(iff)0 to be isomorphic over k without <p and iff 
being similar. We study an example. 
E X A M P L E 4 .1 . A Pfister form <p is a form isomorphic to a product 
< l ,« I>®. . .®<l , a r > of r ( r > 0 ) forms <l,a i> (9? = <1> i f r = 0). The 
degree deg(p) of <p is defined as this number r i f <p is anisotropic, and 
defined as 00 i f 9? is isotropic, in which case <p must split [10, § 2 ] . The 
reason for this convention will be apparent in § 6. We call a subform ifs 
of <p a neighbour of the Pfister form <p i f iff has dimension greater than 
£d imp . A very special example is (in the case where r ^  2) the form iff 
determined up to isomorphism by the equation <p £ <1>±0, which we call 
the pure part of <p and denote by <p'. 
(i) Let iff be a neighbour of a Pfister form <p, where <p £ ^1*7. Then the 
function fields k(<p)Q and k(ift)0 are equivalent over k. Indeed, for every 
field L over k with <pL isotropic we have ^L^-VL^ 0, whence iftL ~ —rjL, 
and we see that iftL is also isotropic. Thus for any field L over k the form 
iffL is isotropic i f and only i f cpL is isotropic. We shall study neighbours of 
Pfister forms more thoroughly in part I I of this paper. 
(ii) We choose a Pfister form x of degree r — 1 such that our Pfister 
form tp can be written <p £ x-^aX "^th some a in k*. For every non-zero 
subform rj of x the field k(x±arj)0 can be embedded into k(<p)0 over k, by 
Proposition 3.10. We shall now construct explicitly embeddings with the 
additional property that k(<p)0 is purely transcendental over &(x-La??)o-
The field L := k(<p)0 has a presentation 
L = k(xty) = k(xv ...,xnfyv ...,yn^) 
with n = dimx, generators xifyi9 and the defining relation 
(*) x(*) + ax(2/> !) = <>. 
Since x is strongly multiplicative [10, § 2] , there exists a matrix T(y) in 
GL(n,k(y)) such that, with a vector X = (Xv ...,Xn) of indeterminates, 
X(%)i)=^,i)X(i). 
(Think of X as a column vector.) Now consider the vector z:= Tiy^x. 
We obtain from (*) that 
x(z) + a = 0, 
that is, (z, 1) is a zero of the form ^:=x-L< a>- The field K0 := k(z) 
generated by this zero obviously has dimension at most n — 1 over k. 
On the other hand K0(y) = k(x,y) = L. Thus also dim(L\K0) < n — 1. 
Since dim(L \ k) = 2n — 2, we learn that ÜL0 | Ä; and Z | K0 both have dimen-
sion n — l . This implies that K0 is ^-isomorphic to k(ifß)0 and L is purely 
transcendental over K0 with y 1 ? . . . , y n - 1 a basis of transcendency. We now 
consider the fields 
Ki.= &(z,2/i,...>y*) 
for 0 < i < n — 1. (KQ has the same meaning as before.) Let y be a fixed 
subform of x of dimension i +1 with 0 < i < w — 1. Again by the strong 
multiplicativity of x there exists a matrix A in GL(n, k(yv ..., yt)) such that 
x ( ^ X ) = 7 ? (y 1 , . . . ,y i , l ) x (Z) . 
Thus (Az,yly ...,yi91) is a zero of x l a ^ in the field which generates Kt 
over fc. Our field is isomorphic to i ( x l a ^ ) 0 over because it has the 
right dimension n + i — 1. 
(iii) In particular we see that two forms yx and y 2 of the same dimension 
greater than n with x < Yi < 9 for i = 1,2 have isomorphic function 
fields ^(y^o. 
In contrast to Example 4.1 we shall prove the following theorem. 
T H E O R E M 4.2. Let <p and $ be anisotropic forms over k of dimension at 
least 2. 
(i) If <p and ifß are both Pfister forms and k(<p) is equivalent to k(t/s) over k, 
then <p ~ 
(ii) If <p is a Pfister form or the pure part of a Pfister form and k(<p) is 
isomorphic to k(ifß) over k, then <p is similar to *p. 
The proof of this theorem is more or less an exercise since all the tools 
we use (see below) seem to be well known to the specialists (cf. [2,3,6,15]). 
We give the full proof since most of the arguments will be used repeatedly 
in our paper. Part (ii) of the theorem has been independently proved by 
Wadsworth [15]. Wadsworth has also shown that two anisotropic forms 
of dimension 4 with isomorphic function fields are similar. 
We first quote a general lemma, which is part of the 'norm theorem' in 
[8, § 4] . For any quadratic form <p over k we call an element a of k* with 
<p ~ aq> a, norm of <p. The group of norms will be denoted by N(<p). 
L E M M A 4.3 . Assume thai <p is a quadratic form over k and thai p(t) is an 
irreducible polynomial over k in variables tv ...,£r, which is normed, thai is, 
has leading coefficient 1 with respect to the lexicographical ordering of the 
monomials in the tt. Let k(p) denote the quotient field of k[t]/(p). The follow-
ing are equivalent: 
(i) p(t) is a norm of<p®k(t); 
(ii) <p®k(p) ~ 0. 
Part (i) of Theorem 4.2 is now an immediate consequence of the follow-
ing lemma, which is essentially due to Elman and Lam [6, Theorem 1.4] 
and implicit in the paper [3] by Arason and Pfister. 
L E M M A 4.4. Let r be a Pfister form of degree at least 1, and let <p be an 
anisotropic form over k. The following are equivalent: 
(i) <p®k(r) ~ 0; 
(ii) r divides <p; 
(iii) there exists some form % o v e r & with 9 ~ T ® X-
Here the implications (ii) => (iii) and (iii) => (i) are trivial. We recall 
the proof that (i) => (ii) from [6] for the convenience of the reader. Let 
(*i> • • • > tN) denote a set ofN = dim r variables. Then (i) implies by Lemma 
4.3 that r(tv ..., tN) is a norm of <p ® k(t). Choose an element a in k* which 
is represented by <p. Then ar(t) is represented by <p<8)k(t). Thus by the 
subform theorem of Cassels and Pfister [10, p. 20] there exists a form ifß 
over k with <p ^ arliff. Now by (i) also ^®&(r) ~ 0, since T is a Pfister 
form. We obtain the implication (i) => (ii) by induction on dim p. 
To prove part (ii) of Theorem 4.2, and various other propositions, we 
need the following lemma. 
L E M M A 4.5. Let <p be a form over k of dimension at least 2 which is not 
isomorphic to H. Further let rbe a form over k which is not equivalent to 0, 
but for which r®k(<p) ~ 0. Then <p is similar to a subform of r. 
Proof. Replacing r by its kernel form we assume that r is anisotropic. 
Let (tv ...,tn) = t denote a vector of n := dim<p variables. We choose an 
element a of k* represented by <p. Then the polynomial p(t) = cup(t) is 
normed after a suitable change of coordinates. Since r®k(p) ~ 0 we 
obtain from Lemma 4.3 that acp(t) is a norm of T ® k(t). Therefore acp(t) is 
represented by T ® k(t). The subform theorem of Cassels and Pfister yields 
that cup < r. 
Proof of Theorem 4.2(ii). Assume first that 9? is a Pfister form r. Since 
H?) = A#), certainly T®k(\fs) is isotropic, whence r®k(ifs) ~ 0. B y 
Lemma 4.5 the form ^ is similar to a subform of r. But d imr = dim^r 
since the dimensions of k(r) and k{\fs) are equal. Thus ip is similar to T. 
Assume now that <p = r for a Pfister form T. Then T® ifc(i/r) ~ 0, since 
r®k(if/) is isotropic. Lemma 4.5 implies that T ^  cufß±x w^h some a in 
k* and a suitable form x over k. Since dim^r = dimr' , we obtain x — 
with some 6 in k*. Since r is a Pfister form, T ^  6T £ a601<l>. Thus 
T' ^ o& r^. 
We now switch over to a discussion of the minimum of the dimensions 
of the generic zero fields of a form <p over k. We always assume that <p 
has dimension n ^ 3. 
D E F I N I T I O N 4.6. We call the minimum of the dimensions 
dimiT = dim(^|ifc) 
of the generic zero fields K of <p the degree of anisotropy A(<p) of <p. We 
further call a generic zero field K of dimension A(<p) a minimal generic zero 
field of <p. 
B y Proposition 3.6 the degree of anisotropy A(<p) is zero i f and only i f 
<p is isotropic. We assume from now up to the end of the section that <p 
is anisotropic. 
Since k(<p)0 has dimension n — 2, 
(4.7) l < 4 ( p ) < n - 2 . 
If <p is a Pfister form, we obtain from Example 4.1 that 
(4.8) A(<p)**$n-1. 
Before we try to obtain further information about A(q>) we state two 
rather obvious propositions. 
PROPOSITION 4.9. Assume that K is a minimal generic zero field of <p. 
Then K is finitely generated and regular over k. If L is any field over k such 
thai <p®L is isotropic and dimL > A(q?)9 then K can be embedded over k 
into L. 
Proof. We consider first the case where L = k(<p). There exists a place 
A: K -> k((p) u oo over k. Let tL denote the image field of K. Then <p ® R 
is isotropic, and by Lemma 3.7 R is a generic zero field of <p. Thus 
dim J? ^ A(<p). The place A must be an embedding of K into k(<p). In 
particular K is finitely generated and regular over k9 since this holds true 
for k(<p). I f now L is an extension of k with <p®L isotropic, then the free 
composite k(q>)-L is purely transcendental over L by Corollary 3.9. The 
field K can be embedded into k(<p)-L over k. B y Roquette's Lemma 3.11 
the field K can already be embedded into L provided d i m L ^ A(<p). 
PROPOSITION 4.10. Assume thai <p has good reduction with respect to a 
place A: k -> Luoo. Then ^(A^p) < A(<p). 
Proof. Let K denote a minimal generic zero field of <p, and let F denote 
a minimal generic zero field of the form A* (9?) over L. B y Theorem 3.3 the 
place A can be extended to a place LL: K -> JFUOO. Let R denote the 
image field of K. The form A* (9?) has a non-trivial zero in the subfield RL 
of F. Thus by Lemma 3.7 RL is a minimal generic zero field of A*(9?). 
The assertion is now obvious since dim(RL/L) < dim(K/k). 
B y (4.7) and (4.8) we have A(<p) = 1 i f dim <p = 3 or i f 9? is a Pfister form 
of dimension 4. 
PROPOSITION 4.11. / /d im9? ^ 5 or if dim<p = 4 and <p is not similar to a 
Pfister form, then A(<p) ^ 2. 
Proof. We assume without loss of generality that 9? represents <1>, and 
we choose some a in k* such that 9? represents <1, — a}. Let K be a 
minimal generic zero field of <p. Suppose dim J5T = 1. According to Pro-
position 4.9 we can embed K over k into the field L := k(<]a9t) with an 
indeterminate t, and thus we assume that K is already a subfield of L. 
We consider the subfield K-k^a) generated by K and k(Ja) in L. B y 
Lüroth's theorem 
K-kiJa) = k(<Ja, u) 
with some element of u which is purely transcendental over k(Ja). Since 
k(Ja) is separable over k the function field K/k must have genus zero 
[4, p. 291]. B y a well-known theorem of Witt [17; 1, p. 42; 4, p. 302] 
there exists a Pfister form T of degree 2 such that K is isomorphic over k 
^° &(T')o- Thus k(<p) is equivalent to k(r) over k, and in particular 
T®k(<p) ~ 0. B y Lemma 4.5 the form 9? must be similar to a subform of r. 
This contradicts our assumptions about <p. 
We now show that over a real (that is, formally real) field k there exist 
forms with an arbitrary high degree of anisotropy. We call a form <p over 
k a torsion form i f some multiple m x <p is hyperbolic. I f k is non-real then 
all forms over k are torsion forms [10, p. 36], but i f k is real then, for 
example, the forms n x ( l ) are not torsion forms. 
PROPOSITION 4.12. Assume that (pis a Pfister form of degree r > 2 and not 
a torsion form. Then A(<p) ^ r—l. 
Proof. B y a theorem of Pfister [10, § 5] there exists a real closure R 
of k such that <p®B does not split and therefore 9?® 22 £ 2 r x <1>. B y 
Proposition 4.10 it suffices to show that A(<p® R) > r— 1. Suppose <p®R 
has a generic zero field K of dimension at most r —2. Clearly K is non-
real. B y another theorem of Pfister [10, p. 70] every element of K* is 
represented by the form 2 r ~ 2 x<l> over K. Thus the Pfister form 
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T = 2 R ~ 1 x <1> over R has a non-trivial zero in K. B y Lemma 4.5 <p® R 
must be similar to a subform of r, which is impossible. 
Considering Proposition 4 .10 and the 'trivial' estimates (4.7) and (4.8) 
about A(<p) it seems natural for us to pose the following questions. 
QUESTIONS 4.13. Let k denote the field k0(ul9 ...,um) in ra ^ 2 indeter-
minates ut over an arbitrary field k0. 
(i) Has the form <p = <1,%, ...,wm> degree of anisotropy m — 1 ? 
(ii) Has the form r = <1, <g> ... ® <1, wm> degree of anisotropy 2 M ~ 1 — 1 ? 
5. Generic splitting towers and leading forms 
Let <p be a form over k. We construct a tower of fields 
X 0 = i c= ^ c .. . c X Ä 
in the following way. Decompose <p into a kernel form <p0 and hyperbolic 
forms 
If 9? splits, that is, i f d i m 9 ? 0 < 1, we stop with K0 = k. Otherwise we 
choose a generic zero field Kx of <p0 and decompose 
with <px anisotropic. I f dim <px < 1 we stop. Otherwise we choose a generic 
zero field K2 of <pt and decompose 
<px®K2 % <p2Li2xH 
with cp2 anisotropic, and so on. We thus obtain a tower 
K^kcz^cz ...<zKhy 
a system of anisotropic forms <pr over ü^., and a system of indices ir, such 
that 
<p £ <p0li0xH, 
<pr-i®Kr = ?r-LirxH (1 < r < A), 
and dim <ph < 1. We call a tower constructed in this way a generic splitting 
tower of 9?. This name is justified by the following theorem, with y chosen 
there as a trivial place (see Example 5.2). 
T H E O R E M 5.1. Let (K^.: 0 < r < A) be a generic splitting tower of <p with 
indices ir and kernel forms <pr (see above). Further lety: k -> L u oo be a place 
and let LL : -» L u oo be an extension of y for some m in [0, A], which in the 
case where m < A cannot be further extended to Km+1. 
(i) If (p has good reduction with respect to y, then <pm has good reduction 
with respect to LL and ti*(<pm) is a kernel form ofy*(<p). The index ofy*(<p) is 
i0+-+im-
(ii) In any case, if c is any element of Km represented by <pm, then c(<p ® Km) 
and c<pm have good reduction with respect to LL and LL*(c<pm) is anisotropic. 
Proof. Assertion (ii) follows immediately from Theorem 3.3(i), applied 
to the form c<pm which represents the element 1. Assume now that <p has 
good reduction with respect to y. Then 9 ? ® ^ has good reduction with 
respect to LL and ^ ( 9 ? ® ! ^ ) ~ y*(<p). Also, by Theorem 2.1, <pm has good 
reduction with respect to /x, and 
y* (?) S (9m) 1 ( i 0 + • • • + i m ) x H -
Again by Theorem 3.3(i) the form fi*(<pm) is anisotropic. 
E X A M P L E 5.2. Let L be an arbitrary field extension of k, and let m be 
maximal in [0, h] such that there exists a place A : L u 00 over k. Then 
9®L has the precise index i0 + . . .+ i m . Thus Km is 'generic' among all 
fields F over k with i(?®F) ^ i0+... +im. Any place from some field 
Kr (0 < r ^ m) to L over & can be extended to a place from to L. 
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.1 we see that the fields ÜL^ 
all indices iri and all kernel forms ? r are essentially uniquely determined 
by <p. 
C O R O L L A R Y 5.3. Let (K'r: 0 < r ^ h') be another generic splitting tower of 
? with indices i'r and kernel forms <pr. Then h = h' and ir = i'rfor 0 < r < A, 
and the fields and K'r are equivalent over k. For every place A from K, to 
K'r over k the form <pr has good reduction and \*(<pr) £ <pr (cf. Proposition 3.1). 
D E F I N I T I O N S 5.4. We call A the height h(<p) of <p, and we call ir the r-th 
index ir(<p) and tpr an r-th kernel form of <p. Notice that i0(<p) = i(<p) and the 
0th kernel form is the usual kernel form ker(p). Any field extension of k 
which is equivalent over k to Kh will be called a generic splitting field of <p, 
and any field extension equivalent to Kh_x will be called a leading field of 
?, provided A ^ 1. 
We defined generic splitting towers by prescribing how they have to 
be constructed. A more intrinsic characterization of generic splitting 
towers of a form <p over k is given by the following remark. 
R E M A R K 5.5. Let j0 <jx < ... <jh be the sequence of all natural 
numbers which occur as Witt indices of the forms <p® L with L running 
through all extensions of k in some universal domain. Then a tower of 
fields 
L0 = k <=• Lx c . . . c: Lh 
is a generic splitting tower of (p i f and only i f it has the following three 
properties: 
(a) i(<p®Lr) =jr for 0 < r < A; 
(b) i f L' is a field over k with i(<p®L') ^jri then there exists a place 
from Lr to L' over k; 
(c) i f again U is a field over k and there exists a place from Lr to L' 
over k for some r with 1 < r < A, then every place from some field L8 
with 0 < s < r to L' over can be extended to a place from Lr to U. 
The proof is easy and is left to the reader. 
Theorem 5.1(i) contains the following information about the behaviour 
of these invariants under specializations. 
C O R O L L A R Y 5.6. Assume that <p is a form over k with good reduction with 
respect to a given place y: k -> k' u oo. Let 
( i ^ . - O ^ r ^ A ) and (K'8: 0 < s ^ A') 
be generic splitting towers of <p and <pf := y*(<p) respectively. For any s in 
[0, A'] let r(s) denote the maximal number r in [0, A] stich that y can be extended 
to a place from E^. to K8. Then h' < A, and 
0 ^ r ( 0 ) < r ( l ) < ... <r(A') = A. 
We have 
io(<p') = h(<P) + ---+ir(o)(<P)> 
and for 1 < s < A' 
= V ( H ) + l W + - + W ( ? ) ' 
Finally 
A*(ker(p® JE^>)) £ ker(p'<g>lQ 
/or every place A /rom J L ^ , to K'8 extending y. 
Proof. Apply Theorem 5.1 to the places 
y 
k • i 'uoo c — > JSL^UOO! 
We determine the height and the indices of a 'generic form'. 
E X A M P L E 5.7. Let uv...9un denote n ^ l indeterminates over an 
arbitrary field F, and let <p denote the form <uv ...,uny over the field 
k := F(uv . . . ,w n). Finally let m denote the largest natural number [\ri\ 
below \n. Then <p is anisotropic, h{<p) = m9 and ir(<p) = 1 for 1 < r < m. 
Proof. Clearly there is no equation 
i - l 
with polynomials h^u) in F[uv ...,un] which are not all zero. Thus <p is 
anisotropic. We shall construct a tower 
L0 = kcL1^ ... c l r o 
of algebraic field extensions of k such that <p®Lr has index r for 1 < r ^ m. 
Since a priori i(<p®L') < m for any field L' over k, we then know from 
Theorem 5.1 that indeed ir(<p) = 1 for 1 < r < m and h(<p) = m. 
Consider for 1 < r < m the subfield 
Fr := F(un^(-UnUn^), ...,^n-2r+2>V(-^n-2r+2^n-2r+l)) 
of the algebraic closure Jc, and choose 2/r as the purely transcendental 
extension Fr(uv ...,un_2r) in Jc. Clearly 
and the right-hand side is anisotropic over Lr, as shown above. Thus 
i(<p®Lr) = r. 
We now determine all forms of height 1. The following theorem has 
been proved independently by A . R . Wadsworth [15]. 
T H E O R E M 5.8. An anisotropic form p over k has height 1 if and only if <p 
is similar to a Pfister form of degree at least 1 or to the pure part (cf. Example 
4.1) of a Pfister form of degree at least 2. 
The following proof coincides with Wadsworth's proof in the case 
where <p has even dimension, but is different from his proof for odd 
dimension. The method used here for odd dimension is susceptible to 
important generalizations which will be discussed in part II of this paper. 
Proof. We have already stated in Example 4.1 that Pfister forms and 
pure parts of Pfister forms split in every field extension Lofk over which 
they become isotropic. Assume now that <p has height 1 and consider 
first the case where <p has even dimension n. Then <p ® k(<p) ~ 0. We 
assume without loss of generality that <p represents 1. Let tv...,tn be 
indeterminates over k. B y Lemma 4.3 the element <p(tv ...,tn) of 
Hh>-~>tn) is a norm of <p®k(tv ...,tn). In other words, <p is 'strongly 
multiplicative' and thus is a Pfister form [10, p. 26], 
Now we consider the case where dim <p is odd and greater than 1. 
Replacing p by a similar form we may assume that the discriminant 
(cf. §2) d(<p) = 1. We first show that <p does not represent the element 1. 
Otherwise we would have a decomposition p £ < l > ± x . We have 
?®k(<p) ~ <1> by our assumption on <p, hence ~ ®> a n ( * by 
Lemma 4.5 the form tp would be similar to a subform of x> which is 
impossible. 
Thus the form T : = <1>1( — <p) is anisotropic. Let L be an arbitrary 
field extension of k. I f <p® L is anisotropic, then also h(<p® L) = 1, since 
h(<p®L) < h(<p) and h(<p®L) is not zero. Applying what we have just 
proved to <p®L instead of <p we see that r®L is anisotropic. I f <p®L is 
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isotropic, then <p®L ~ <1> by our assumption on <p, whence T ® £ ~ 0. 
Thus we have shown that T ® L is either anisotropic or hyperbolic, that is, 
T has height 1. Since T represents 1, it must be a Pfister form, as shown 
above. 
D E F I N I T I O N 5.9. Let <p be a form over k which does not split, and let F 
be a leading field of <p (cf. Definition 5.4). Then the kernel form I/J of 
p ® F has height 1. Thus by the theorem just proved \fj is similar to a 
Pfister form T or to the pure part of a Pfister form r over F. Of course T is 
uniquely determined by ifs: i f <p has even dimension, then 
for every a in F* represented by *fj, and i f <p has odd dimension, 
with d chosen in the square class d(<p). We call r the leading form of <p 
over F. I f jFi is another leading field of <p and r 2 is the leading form of <p 
over Fl9 then r has good reduction with respect to every place A from 
F to Fx over k and A*(r) ^  r v as is easily deduced from Proposition 3.1 
and the equations above. Thus the leading form does not depend essen-
tially on the choice of F. Notice that r has degree at least 2 i f <p has odd 
dimension. 
The leading form has the following connection with the discriminant 
d(<p) and the Clifford invariant c(<p) (cf. § 2 ) . 
PROPOSITION 5.10. Let <pbe a non-split form of dimension n over k. Let 
F be a leading field of <p, and let r denote the leading form of <p over F. 
(i) / / n is even, d(<p) = 1, and c(<p) = 1, or if n is odd and c(<p) = 1, then 
deg(r) > 3. 
(ii) / / n is even and d (<p) ^ l , then 
T £ < 1 , -d(<p)}®F. 
(iii) / / n is even, d(<p) = 1, and c(<p) ^ 1, or if n is odd and c(<p) # 1, then 
deg(r) = 2 and thus the quaternion algebra over F with norm form r repre-
sents c{<p) ® F. 
Proof. Let (IS/. 0 < r < A) be the generic splitting tower defined 
inductively by 
We may assume without loss of generality that F = Kh_v Assertion (i) 
is obvious, since rf(p^-i) = 1 a n ( * c{fh-i) = 
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Assume that n is even and that d(<p) <1>. Let r be maximal in [0, A] 
such that d{<p)®Kr # <1>. Clearly r < A - 1 . B y Proposition 3.6 the field 
would be algebraically closed in Kr¥1 i f d imp r were greater than 2. 
Since d(<p)®Kr+l = <1> we must have r = A - 1 and d i m p ^ = 2. Clearly 
p Ä H L is similar to <1, — d(<p)}®Kn^v 
Assume finally that c(<p) ^ 1 and for even n that in addition d(<p) = 1. 
Let r be maximal in [0,A] such that cfa)®!^ ^ 1, and let D denote the 
division algebra over representing the element c(<p) ® Kr of the Brauer 
group Br( JK r). The division algebra D is split by !£,(?>,.). Now J£,.(9>R) has 
the form E(J - g) with E a purely transcendental field extension of K, and 
some g in 2?*. The division algebra D®E is split by E(J-g). Thus 
Z>®2? has dimension 4 over and D has dimension 4 over JE,. Let a 
denote the norm form of D, which is an anisotropic Pfister form of degree 
2. We have <x® Kr(<pr) ~ 0. Thus by Lemma 4.5 <pr is similar to a subform 
of a. Now dim p Ä _ x ^ 3 if w is odd, and dim ^ 4 if w is even, since then 
d{<ph_x) = 1 and <ph_x is similar to a Pfister form. We must have r = A - 1 
and a = T. 
R E M A R K 5 .11. Let <p be a form of dimension at least 2 over k with 
9 g£ H. B y the argument in the proof of Proposition 5.10(iii) a central 
division algebra D over k of dimension greater than 1 is split by k(<p) i f 
and only i f D is a quaternion algebra and <p is similar to a subform of the 
norm form r of D (cf. [2, § 5, p. 48]) . In particular the natural map from 
Br(fc) to Br (%)) is injective i f dim(p) > 4 or i f dim(p) = 4 and d(<p) # 1. 
Now let <p be a form with c(<p) # 1. In general the class c(<p) can be repre-
sented by a product of quaternion algebras, but not by a single quater-
nion algebra. A l l products of quaternion algebras occur in this way. 
Let F denote the field Kh_t occurring in the proof of Proposition 5.10. 
Then the natural map from Br(jfc) to Br(F) is injective, and by Proposition 
5.10(iii) the class c(<p) ® F can be represented by a quaternion algebra over 
F. More generally, by iterating this procedure we are able to construct 
for finitely many given products %v...,%of quaternion algebras over k 
a finitely generated regular field extension E of k, such that all 2tf are 
equivalent over E to quaternion algebras and nevertheless the natural 
map from Br(ifc) to Br(JS?) is injective. 
There is a close relation between the leading forms of an odd-
dimensional non-split form <p over k and the associated even-dimensional 
f o r m ^ : = ? l ( - d ( ^ ) ) . 
PROPOSITION 5.12. Let (ü^: 0 < i < A) be a generic splitting tower of <p, 
and let (Lf 0 < j < e) be a generic splitting tower of Further let r denote 
the leading form of <p over Kh_v and let a denote the leading form of *p over 
Le_v The following hold true: 
(i) Kh and Le are equivalent over k; 
(ii) there exists a place A: Le__x -> - K ^ u o o over k; 
(iii) a has good reduction with respect to any such place A and A* (a) ^ T, 
and in particular, a and r have the same degree. 
Proof. For an arbitrary field extension E of k the form 9 ? ® E splits 
i f and only i f <p®E ~ —d(<p)®E, and this means that 0® E ~ 0. Thus 
Kh~Le. 
Clearly <p®Kh_x has the kernel form — d(<p)®r' and i/j®Le_x has a 
kernel form aa with some a ^ 0 in Le_v We see that 
(*) 0 ® Kh_x ~ - d(<p) ® T. 
Thus — d(<p) ® r is the kernel form of if/ ® -BT Ä - 1 . In particular, by Theorem 
5.1 d imr > dime. On the other hand, 
<p ® Le_x ~ d(<p) ® Le_x 1 oo-, 
and <p®Le_x does not split, since ^®Le^x does not split. B y the same 
theorem dimr ' < dim<7+1. Thus we obtain 
dimo- < dimT < dimo- + 2. 
Now dimr > 4 and by Proposition 5 .10 d i m o - ^ 4 also. Since both 
dimensions are 2-powers, we must have dim a = dim T. Again by Theorem 
5.1 we obtain from (*) that there exists a place A: Lt_x -> Ü L ^ U O O . We 
choose such a place A. The form aa has good reduction with respect to A. 
In particular aa ^ba with some 6 such that A(6) 7* 0,00. From Pro-
position 3.1 we obtain that 
A^A^o-) ^ -d(<p)®r. 
Thus A* (a) ^ T. 
Let <p be a non-split form over k and let (K^. 0 < i ^ h) be a generic 
splitting tower of <p such that all fields JS^  with 0 < i < A — 1 are regular 
over k, and in the case where ih(<p) > 1 Kh is also regular over k. (If 
ih(<p) = 1, that is, d(<p) / 1, then we have Kh = Kh-i(Jd(<p)).) Such towers 
certainly exist (cf. Proposition 3.6). We want to construct from the 
a generic splitting tower of <p ® L for an arbitrary given field extension 
Löf k. 
We denote for 0 < r < A— 1, and in the case where ih(<p) > 1 £or r = A 
also, by ü^ l^ the unique free composite of L and 2 ^ over fc. In the case 
where ih(<p) = 1 we denote by L-Kh the field (L-Kh_^(Jd((p)), which may 
coincide with L*Kh_v Let <pr denote the kernel form of p® Kj. and let J 
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denote the set of all numbers i in [0, A] such that the form 
is anisotropic. Clearly he J. We write J = (r(0), ...,r(t)} with t > 0 and 
0 ^ r ( 0 ) < r ( l ) < ... <r(t) = h. 
PROPOSITION 5.13. (i) For every i in [0, h] \ J the field L'Ki+1 is equivalent 
to L'K{ over L-Kv 
(ii) <p®L splits if and only if the field L*Kh is equivalent to L over L. 
Then t = 0. 
(iii) Assume that p®L does not split. Then t ^ 1 and 
L^L-Krw^ ...cL>Kr{l) 
is a generic splitting tower of <p®L. 
Proof, (a) We first prove that for every i in [0, A — 1] the field L-Ki+1 
is a generic zero field of fa over L-K^ This means that L-Ki+1 is equivalent 
to L-Kifa) = (L-KJifa) over L. (Read L-K^fa) = L-Kt i f i = A - 1 and 
fa = H.) Indeed, there exists a place A from Ki+1 to Kfai) over K+. Since 
A is a place over k, this place extends in a unique way to a place X from 
L'Ki+1 to L'Ktfa) over L. Clearly X is a place over L'Kit In the same way 
we obtain a place from L-Kfai) to L'Ki+1 over L-E^. 
Now assertion (i) is evident. I f <p®L splits, then J = {A} and t = 0, and 
we obtain from (i) that L-Kh is equivalent to L over ' i . On the other hand, 
if L-Kh is equivalent to L over L, then clearly tp ® L splits, since <p® (L-Kh) 
splits. Thus assertion (ii) is proved. 
(b) Assume now that <p® L does not split. Then by (i) and (ii) certainly 
t > 1. For every j in [0, J] we denote by Fi the field £--8^) and by fa the 
kernel form of <p®Fj. Further we denote by x the kernel form of <p® L. 
We know from part (a) of the proof that X-Ä r ( y ) + 1 is a generic zero field of 
fa over Fp and that Fj+1 is equivalent to L-Ky^)^ over £-JK r (^ ) + 1, whence a 
fortiori over Fs. Thus Fj+1 is a generic zero field of fa over Fi for 
0 < j < * - l . 
To complete the proof of (iii) it remains to show that Ft is a generic zero 
field of x over L. We know already that Fx is a generic zero field of fa 
over JP0. N O W by (i) the field F0 is equivalent to L over L, hence 
fa = X®K- Clearly x ® ^ i = 0o®-*i * s isotropic. Let 2/ be any field over 
L with X&L' isotropic. We have a place A from F0 to L' over L, and 
^*(^o) = X®L'. We learn from Theorem 3.3 that A extends to a place 
fromJitoZ/. Thus indeed Fx is a generic zero field of x» 
E X A M P L E 5.14. The form <p ® L has the same height A as p i f and only i f 
J = [0, A ] , that is, all forms 9 ^ ® (L'Kt) are anisotropic. B y a theorem of 
Springer [14] this is certainly true i f L/k is a finite extension of odd 
degree, since then all L'K^/^ have the same odd degree. B y Corollary 
5.6 the heights of <p and 9 ? ® L are also equal, i f there exists a place from 
L to k over k. Ifh(<p®L) = A, then (L-K^. 0 < i < A) is a generic splitting 
tower of <p®L. 
C O R O L L A R Y 5.15. Assume that <p®L does not split. Let m denote the 
degree of the leading form of<p®L. Further let r denote the maximal number 
in [0, A], such thai <p® (L-K^ does not split. Then 6im<pr = 2 M if dim 99 is 
even, and dim q>r = 2m — 1 if dim <p is odd. 
Indeed, by Proposition 5.13 we may regard pr®(Z>JKy as the highest 
non-split kernel form of 9 ? ® L. 
We give an application of Corollary 5.15. 
PROPOSITION 5.16. Let <p be a form of even dimension over k, and let A 
denote the height of <p. The follotving are equivalent: 
(i) d(<p) ^ 1 and c(<p) is not split by k(yjd(<p)); 
(ii) A ^  2 and fÄ-i(^) = ih(<p) = 1. 
Proof. Let (K,: 0 < r < A) be a generic splitting tower of 9?, and let <pr 
denote a kernel form of 99® K^. The condition d(<p) # 1 is equivalent to 
the condition A ^ 1 and ih(<p) = 1, by Proposition 5.10. This will be 
assumed from now on. 
(i) => (ii): Let L denote the field k(<Jd(<p)). The form <p®L has dis-
criminant 1 but Clifford invariant not equal to 1. Thus <p®L has height 
at least 1 and a leading form of degree 2, while <p has a leading form of 
degree 1. B y Corollary 5 .15 there is some r in [0,A] with dim(9? r ) = 4. 
We must have A > 2, r = A — 2, and ih-\{?) — L 
(ii) => (i): 9 ? Ä _ 2 has dimension 4. Hence c(<ph_2) cannot be split by 
Kh_2(^d{(p)), since this would mean that <ph_2 is isotropic [16, p. 39]. A 
fortiori c(<p) cannot be split by kQd{<p)). 
E X A M P L E 5.17. Let <p be an anisotropic 6-dimensional form over k. 
Then at least one of the invariants d(<p), c(<p) is not equal to 1, since the 
leading form of 9? must have degree at most 2 (see [11, p. 123] for another 
proof). Further we know that h(<p) = 2 or 3. Here is a full list of the 
possibilities for the higher indices of 99. 
(i) h(<p) = 3 o ifo) = i2(<p) = iz(<p) = 1 o d(<p) ^ 1 and c(<p) is not 
split by k(Jd(<p)). 
This follows immediately from Proposition 5.16. 
(ii) h(<p) = 2, ^ ( 9 ? ) = 1, and i2(<p) = 2 o d(<p) = 1. 
This is clear from Proposition 5.10. As a consequence of (i) and (ii) we 
have finally 
(iii) h(<p) = 2, i^tp) = 2, and i2(p) = 1 o c(<p) is split by k(yjd(<p)). 
We close this section with a rough study of the splitting behaviour of 
the forms which are divided by a Pfister form r of degree at least 1. 
PROPOSITION 5.18. Let <pbea non-split form over k which is divided by a 
Pfister form r of degree at least 1. We choose some form *p over k with 
<p % tfs®T. Let (ü^: 0 < r < A) be a generic splitting tower of <p, and let <pr 
denote the kernel form of <p® JK,. 
(i) The form r divides every <pT, that is, <pr £ r®ifßr ( := (r®!^)®^) with 
some form tpr over JLJ.. Thus d imr divides ir{<p)for 0 < r < A — 1 and J d i m r 
divides ih((p)-
(ii) For every r in [ 0 , A — 1 ] and every factorization <pr = r®ifjr we have 
d i m ^ r == dim $ mod 2, and the square class d(ifßr) lies in d(i/ß)D*(r® IQ, with 
D*(T® KJ) denoting the group of elements of K* represented by r ® JS .^. 
Proof. Let kir)^ denote the unique free composite of k(r) and FL, i f 
deg(r) > 1 and an arbitrary composite of k(r) and J^. i f deg(r) = 1. We 
have 
<pr® (I(T)-Ü;) - (P®{k{ryKT) ~ 0. 
Since ^ ( T ) ^ = K^r®^) we obtain from Lemma 4.4 that r ® ^ divides 
<pr for 0 < r < A. Now assertion (ii) easily follows from the fact that the 
annullator ideal of T® in the Witt ring W(Kr) of equivalence classes of 
forms over K^. is generated by the classes of forms <1, — A> with A running 
through D*(T®K,) [9, § 4 ] . 
A statement about the leading form of cp will be proved at the end of § 6. 
E X A M P L E 5.19. Let T be an anisotropic Pfister form of degree at least 1 
over an arbitrary field F. Let un be indeterminates over F and let 
m denote the number [\ri\. The form <p := <uv . . . , u n > ® r over the field 
k := F(uv ...,un) is anisotropic and has height m. We have ir(<p) = d imr 
for 1 < r < ra — 1, which implies that im(<p) = d imr in the case where n is 
even and im(<p) = \dimr in the case where n is odd. 
Proof. This can be verified in the same way as Example 5.7. We use 
the tower I 0 = i c i 1 c „ , c Lm of algebraic field extensions of k con-
structed there, and see easily that 
ker(<p®Lr) £ <>X, . . . , ^ N - 2 P > ® T ® L r 
for 0 < r < m. B y Proposition 5.18 the dimensions of these forms must 
coincide with the dimensions of the higher kernel forms of cp. 
6. The degree function 
Let <p be a form over k which is not hyperbolic. As an immediate con-
sequence of Theorems 5.1 and 5.8 we obtain the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let L run through all field extensions of kin a universal 
domain with ?®Lnot hyperbolic. The minimum of the dimensions of the 
kernel forms of these <p®Lisa 2-power 2d (d = 0 if and only if dim <p is odd). 
We call d the degree deg(p) of <p. I f <p ~ 0 we put deg(p) = oo. This 
notion generalizes the degree of a Pfister form introduced in Example 4 .1 . 
I f <p is non-split and has even dimension, then deg(p) coincides with the 
degree of a leading form of <p. 
As usual we denote by W(k) the Witt ring of k, whose elements are the 
equivalence classes {<p} of forms <p over k. Since the degree of a form 
apparently depends only on its equivalence class, we have a well-defined 
function 
deg: W{k) -> Nuoo. 
For every n > 0 we denote by Jn(k) the set of all {<p} in W(k) with 
d e g(?) > n-
E X A M P L E S 6.2. Clearly Jx(k) coincides with the fundamental ideal I(k) 
of W(k), whose elements are the classes {<p} with dim <p even. We see from 
Proposition 5.10 that J2(k) is the set of elements {<p} in I(k) with d{cp) = 1 
and Jz(k) is the set of elements {<p} in J2(k) with c(<p) = 1. It is well known 
that J2(k) coincides with the second power I2(k) of I(k) and Jz(k) contains 
the ideal P(k) [11, p. 122]. 
We want to prove that Jn(k) is an ideal of W(k) for every n ^ 0. For 
this we need a part of the following theorem, which deserves independent 
interest. 
T H E O R E M 6.3. Let <p be an orthogonal sum arltfß with r an anisotropic 
Pfister form of degree n^ I, a in and *[s a form of degree at least n + 1 over 
k. Let E be a leading field of <p. 
(i) The leading form of <p over E is r®E. 
(ii) / / deg(^r) ^ n + 2, then the kernel form of <p®E is (ar) ® E. 
Proof, (a) We may assume that 0 does not split. We first show that <p 
has degree n. Let (Lt: 0 < i < e) be a generic splitting tower of Suppose 
r®Le ~ 0. Let s be maximal in [0,e — 1] with T®L8 anisotropic. Then 
r®L8(*fß8) ~ 0 with ip8 the kernel form of $®L8. From this we obtain 
bifs8 < r®L8 with some 6 in Z* , by Lemma 4.5, and hence deg^ = deg^ 8 ^ n. 
This contradicts our assumptions. Therefore r®Le is anisotropic. <p®Le 
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has the kernel form (ar)®Le and thus deg<p < n. Suppose <p has degree 
m < n. Let (Kj: 0 < j ^ A) be a generic splitting tower of <p. The form 
<P®Kh-i h a s kernel form bp with some b in K%_x and p a Pfister form of 
degree m. Now 
0 0 ^ - 1 - 6 p l ( - a ) ( r ® i L Ä _ 1 ) . 
The right-hand side has dimension 2 M + 2 N < 2 N + 1 . Thus ^®Kh^x ~ 0. 
We obtain &/> ~ «(T® Ü T ^ ) . Since dimp < dimr, the form T ® K h _ x must 
be hyperbolic and thus also p ~ 0, which is a contradiction. This proves 
that degp = n. 
(b) Since t/ß®Kh ~ ( — ar)®Kh and deg(^r) > n, we obtain ijs®Kh ~ 0 
and T ® Ü L Ä ~ 0. Let s be maximal in [ 0 ,A — 1] with r<S>K8 anisotropic. 
Then again by Lemma 4.5 b<p8 <T®K8 with some 6 in K * . Since <p has 
degree n clearly s = A — 1 and 
Thus r®Kh_x is the leading form of <p. Furthermore 
If deg(^) > w + 2, then this implies that 
0® Kh_x ~ 0 and s «(T® i ^ - i ) . 
T H E O R E M 6.4. «7n(fc) w an ideaZ of W{k) for every n ^ 0. 
Proof, (a) We first want to prove that all Jn(k) are closed under addi-
tion. This is equivalent to the statement 
(*) degfailpa) > M i n f d e g ^ d e g ^ ) 
for any two forms <pv q>2 over k. I f <px or p 2 has odd dimension or i f 
<Px±<P2 ~ 0 the assertion (*) is trivial. We now exclude these cases. We 
can find a field extension L of k such that 
k e r ^ ® LI <p2 ® L) = ap 
with p a Pfister form of degree n := deg(9? 1 l ^ 2 ) and some a in L*. Now 
degfo ® L) > deg tpi (i = 1,2) 
by definition of the degree function. Thus it suffices to prove the assertion 
for the forms $t := ^ ® L instead of the <p4. I f deg<p2 > n, then we obtain 
from the fact that 
P i ~ a p l ( - p a ) . 
by Theorem 6.3, that <px has degree n. Thus in any case 
M i n t d e g ^ d e g ^ ) < n. 
(b) W(k) is additively generated by 1-dimensional forms <a>. Clearly 
deg(9?) = deg(a<p) for every form <p. Thus every Jn(k) is stable under 
multiplication by elements of W(k). 
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 6.4 we obtain the following 
corollary. 
C O R O L L A R Y 6.5. Let <p and xfs be forms over k with degp ^ deg^r. Then 
deg(9?l^) = Min(degp,deg</r). 
The nth power In(k) of the fundamental ideal I(k) is additively 
generated by the Pfister forms of degree n, since I(k) is additively 
generated by the Pfister forms of degree 1. Thus Theorem 6.4 yields 
another corollary. 
C O R O L L A R Y 6.6. In(k) <= Jn(k)for every n ^ 0. 
This is precisely the same statement as the 'Hauptsatz' of Arason and 
Pfister in [3]. Thus Theorem 6.4 may be regarded as a generalization of 
Arason and Poster's result. 
Q U E S T I O N 6.7. Is In(k) = Jn{k) for every n ^ 0 ? 
We know only that this is so for n ^ 2. A n answer to this question 
would be very important progress in our knowledge about quadratic 
forms. Attacks on this problem for n = 3 have been made by Pfister 
[11, Satz 14], Elman and Lam [7], and Arason [2, § § 3 and 4] . 
R E M A R K 6.8. Assume for arbitrary n > 0 that <p is a form over k of 
degree at least n + 1 , and that 
<p = axpx 1. . . 1 a8p8 mod In+X(k) 
with s (s < 3) Pfister forms pi of degree at most n. Then <p lies in In+1(k). 
Proof. We may assume that n > 1 and also that all pi have degree at 
least 1. The case where s = 1 is impossible by Corollary 6.5 (or Theorem 
6.3). Assume that s = 2. The form Px®k(p2) has degree at least n + 1 , 
hence it is hyperbolic, and also p2®k(px) is hyperbolic. Thus p± £ p2 by 
Lemma 4.4, and <p = a1(\,a1a2s>p1 mod/ w + 1 (&). As seen before, <p lies in 
In+1(k). Assume finally that s = 3 and without loss of generality that 
m := deg px ^ deg p2 > deg pz. 
Let F denote the field k(px). We have 
<p®F = p2®F±Pz®F mod 7W + 1( F), 
and we learn from the case where s ^ 2 that p2® F £ pz®F. Let £ denote 
the kernel form of p2±( — pz) which has dimension at most 2 M + 1 — 2. We 
may assume that £ # 0. B y Lemma 4.4 the form px divides £ and thus 
£ ~ cp2 with some c in We obtain 
<p = «iPi 1 a 2£ 1 <a2, a3>/>3 
EE <a1? a2C>Pl J- <tt2> a3>/>3 m 0 d IU+1(k). 
As shown before, <p lies in 7 n + 1 ( i ) . 
PROPOSITION 6.9. For arbitrary m > 0 and n ^ 0 
/ " ( t ) - J J t ) c J ^ ( t ) . 
Proof. It suffices to show this for m = 1. Since is generated by the 
forms <1, — a>, we only have to prove that for a fixed form <p over k, 
which is not hyperbolic, and some a in k* the form a := <1, — dy®<p has 
strictly larger degree than <p. This is trivial i f <p has odd dimension. We 
assume from now on that dim <p is even and proceed by induction on h(<p). 
The case where h(<p) = 1 is evident. Assume that h(<p) > 1 and without 
loss of generality that a does not split. Let F be a leading field of a, and 
let p be the leading form of a over F. Since deg(<p ® F) ^ deg(p) it suffices 
to prove that deg(p) > deg(p® F). Furthermore h{<p®F) < h(<p). Thus 
replacing k by F and 99 by a form similar to <p ® we have retreated to the 
case where 
(*) < 1 , - a ) ® < p ~ p 
with an anisotropic Pfister form p. Assume first that p®k(<p) is aniso-
tropic. Then we obtain from the fact that 
<1, -ay®(<p®k(<p)) ~ p®k(<p), 
by the induction hypotheses, that deg(p) is strictly larger than deg(p), 
since deg(p) = deg(/>® k(<p)), deg(p) = deg(<p® k(<p)), and 
h(<p®k{<p)) = h(<p)-l. 
We now consider the remaining case in which p®k(<p) splits. B y 
Lemma 4.5 b<pL£ £ p with b in &* and some form £ over k. Suppose 
£ = 0. Then we obtain from (*) that 
<1, — a, — b}®<p ~ 0. 
This is a contradiction, since <1, - a , — &> is not a zero divisor in W{k) 
[10, p. 36]. Thus £ ^ 0. We obtain that dim 9? < dim p and a fortiori that 
deg(p) < deg(p). 
C O R O L L A R Y 6.10. Assume that <p is an odd-dimensional form and that ifi 
is an arbitrary form over k. Then 
deg{<p®ifß) = d e g t y r ) . 
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Proof. 
B y Proposition 6.9 the second summand on the right-hand side has 
strictly larger degree than ip, and the assertion follows from Corollary 6.5. 
Corollary 6 .10 is a refinement of the theorem that forms of odd dimen-
sion are non-zero divisors in W(k). 
We now discuss briefly the behaviour of the degree function under field 
extensions. 
PROPOSITION 6.11. Let <p be a non-split even-dimensional form over k. 
Let Fbea leading field of <p which is regular over k, and let r denote the leading 
form of <p over F. 
(i) For any field L over k we have deg($?® L) > deg(p) if and only if r 
splits in the free composite F-L. 
(ii) Let Lbea generic zero field of some form x of dimension greater than 1 
over k. Then deg(<p®L) > deg(<p) if and only if \®F is similar to a sub-
form of r. In particular the natural map 
JJJn+iW ~> Jn/Jn+i(I<) 
is injectivefor all n with 2 N < dim^. 
Proof. Assertion (i) follows immediately from Proposition 5.13. Then 
(ii) is a consequence of Lemma 4.5, since F*L is equivalent to 
F-k(x) = F(x®F). 
(Assume that x £ H without loss of generality. Then also x® F £ B.) 
Finally we mention a mild application of the theory developed in this 
section, a supplement to the previous Proposition 5.18. 
PROPOSITION 6.12. Let fbea non-split form over k, and let rbea Pfister 
form of degree at least 1 over k dividing <p, where <p £ T ® 0. Then, with the 
notation introduced in Proposition 5.18, if dim^r is odd, 
?h-i^d(ils)®T®Kh_1. 
Now assume that dim^r is even. If dty) is represented by r we have 
deg(p) > deg(r) + 2. Otherwise 
<ph_t ~ a(\, -d{ifß)y®r®K 
with some a in K\__x. 
Proof. In the first case 
~ d(i/t)<E)T±x®T 
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with x •= ^ - L ( - ^ W ) in I2(k), and in the second case 
with 7] := 0 1 < — l , d ( ^ r ) > in / 2(&). B y Corollary 6.6 the forms x ® T a n ( i 
^ (g) T both have degree at least deg(r) + 2, and our assertions follow from 
Theorem 6.3. 
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